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About This Game

Welcome to ARK BOX Unlimited! A new arcade classic remix with integrated stage editor to create, share and download
unlimited new stages. Try this classic gameplay remix with new features like the planet shield, upgrade system and more.

Survive Bossfights and fight through 36 missions in free game mode with stage select or try out the arcade run survival mode.
Fight for online leaderboard positions and defend different planets and defeat space block invaders. Customize game settings

and master 4 difficulty and speed levels to increase your score ratings. Join the ARK BOX now!

ARK BOX Unlimited features:

- 36 Campaign Missions, Bonus Stages and Bossfights

- Create, share and download unlimited workshop stages
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- Unlimited Mouse Speed, Keyboard and Gamepad controls

- Built in Stage Editor with 32 user slots and export function

- Arcade / Survival non-stop and 2 Player local co-op mode

- Classic gameplay mixed with new elements, fully customizable

- Ark Upgrades to modify weapons, speed and size

- Novel, Classic, Custom or Randomized gamemodes

- Steam trading cards, achievements and leaderboards

- Choose from multiple block and ball styles

- Unique Arcade Sandbox with Sci-Fi setting
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Title: ARK BOX Unlimited
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
PolarityFlow
Publisher:
PolarityFlow
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or newer

Graphics: Direct X compatible

Storage: 120 MB available space

English,German,French,Portuguese
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ark box unlimited. ark box unlimited steam

Hours of wasted time !! lots of fun. I would put A Wise Use of Time in the middle of the pack as far as the Choice of Games
products go. I played it through twice. Too many of my rather divergent choices led to the same result for my liking. In my
second play-through, I'd intentionally set myself up as a much greedier and self-absorbed character and yet I ended up the City's
Guardian and was told I'd been using my powers during downtime to thwart criminal activity when I really hadn't acted in ways
that would make that likely, including stealing a case of money from an armored car!

The writing was solid and I did enjoy the game. It had the right number of supporting characters but some of them were rather
dull and I didn't feel much rapport for. Barring a nuetral rating, I'm going to recommend this product as it met all my basic
criteria/expectations for a CYOA game.. A somewhat more basic form of Darkest Dungeon. Still it is good fun for those with
active imaginations who can fill in sand box mechanics with the movie in their head. Not gonna be fun for those who do not
understand what RNG is used for. I personally love it. The battle graphics and characters are very good, although I wish there
were options for more customizations. Currently there are only two variations for each hero. Character classes are gender
specific too which is kind of ashame. But its not all that bad, just could have been more. All in all a fun little sandbox world.
8/10. This ia great! I just started playing and I already know this is a great game worth your time and money! The music is
exactly what I love, perfectly in sync with the ships and bullets!

If you love Touhou Project, you'll love this for sure.

I recommend it to everyone BUT those who can't stand flashy lights. I'm serious.

Oh also, I want the soundtrack so much. Please make it available!. This is a great game 10/10. Some people don't have the
patience or don't like the "click fest" but I find this game to be very relaxing and it is great with some personalized music in the
background. Prety fun for a while but after you a few hours it gets boring. If there was a meh rating I'd choose that.. The game
is really cool, I'm definitley enjoying it!
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I got this in the uk collection by DTG so I wasn't sure what I was expecting. I have usual 66s coming through my area so I was
intrigued to see what this was like. And I can say... YES YES YES!! Here's why...

PROS-
The model is amazing, looks exactly like it should
The engine sounds are great, not to quiet, not to load
The cab looks as it does in real life
Brakes are great, I mean really great. A lot of fun there
Has nice acceleration with long trains

CONS-
The horn is a bit dodgy, but I guess I'll let that slip.

I 1000000000000000% recommend this.. Would love to play this game - can't get it to work. I have win7 with all updated
drivers (Oh, yes I do). I've run opengl viewer and run the tests - my video card - nvidia 9500 gt does support opengl 3.3.

But can't even get the game running, it crashes at start saying "sorry sorcery! wasn't able to initalize OpenGL 2.1"

I'll check again in a week or two, maybe they'll patch it. Hope so, sounds like a good game.

Otherwise, gonna have to ask for a refund.. Great game! Really fun! You quickly get used to the controls after a few attempts
and then the fun starts with experimenting what moves you can do. The soundtrack is also excellent and adds to the fun and
adventurous feel of the game. Well done!. Good Drawing Tool. I bought this Dlc as a meme but got roasted and now i wanna
kms :(. Ok, so after playing for about 4 hours I can give an honest review of the game do far.

You should know that if your going to buy this game, it's just like any other RPG, don't expect anything too special.

Now then, without further adoo
Pros:
The dialouge is hilarious and breaks the 4th wall all the time, but never to much to get boring.
The ATB system (many of you will remeber this from the classic Final Fantasy games) works well.
I've read many complaints about the fights not being that difficult, thats completely BS. Try fighting the ogres on your own at
level 8. It's a pain, but fun.
THE LIZARD!

Cons:
Areas with lots of mobs are a little laggy with the movement.
The crashing (It only happened 3 times to me) is annoying, but you can save anywhere, so it shouldn't be a problem as long as
you do as it says and save after every level up and what not. (Mini-Pro)
Nox says she has big boobs, but shes 2D............................ (Anyone that has played for a bit wil understand my sadness)

Otherwise I have been enjoying the games humor and RPG aspects. If it's on sale be sure to pick it up, I paid $0.19 for it and I'd
gladly pay more now that I've played it a bit.. I recieved this game from the Devs on Keymailer. First Impressions its a decent
game defiantly playable with friends I feel. Anyone can get into it fast and its very simple nothing much to it. Gameplay was
nice has a nice feel to it. Theres action but its not rushing you can enjoy and relax. The only thing i feel it lacks is content, you
load the game and theres only one mode which is domination, there are two sides dominion and Kato, but the robots don't
differences. The robots felt the same and you feel like you've played them before. I due like the game and hope the team
expands upon it, adding content and possibly a story to get the audience into the game. I want it to succeed because who doesn't
love robot.
Overall i give this gamea 7.8/10 only things it needs to work on is design and content.
Keep it up. The game's fun for like 5 minutes until the gameplay gets old. Idk why I'm leaving a positive review.
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